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In order to undt:;'stand how a particular Ii fe cycle wurb
one must understand how it fun<.:tions in its parts at the
iargest boundary of the nation as Vr-ell as at the sl'Ul111est
houndary of the project. Tht: rulinn is made up of 52.480
grid cetls measuring 7 112 hy 7 112 minutes. These cells
can be aggregated to a larger or smaller size or they can be
adiipte<l in sbape to political Or natural boundaries using a
grid ceIl geographic information procedure. In life cycle
terms we can study tbe grid cells in terms of only those
activities that are placed into tho:: category of, for example,
SOUIces (e.g., all oil fields, bioroass, -waste materials that
can produce energy), or processors (!1)aJ)ufacture·!'S of a

v.idtil variety that utilize the same materials). Similarly.
companies that deal with waste materials can be identified
Ht the other end of the life cycle. InterestLog results can
happen wben the different life cycle phases are linked
between various input and output flows, such that
sources, for example, are replaced by fe-SOurCes .

For example, if we go back to all]' material example and
narrow our field to building mate·rials and still further to
lumber (as a subset cluster of nuterials) and materials that
have ~hown potential to displa~ lumber as a subset of
that, we find that the amouut of biomass waste that could
be used on a national basis to take the pll1Ce of wood in
buildings is almost double the amouot of lumber used for
all building nationally each year. So the icon representing
.lumber used in the U.S. constru;:tiou industry, relative to
total resources available and total resources used, indicates
a potential ratio surplus of about 2: 1. We also know that
the U .S. construction industry's transportation activities
(moving materials through th~ life cycle, from source, to
processing, to use) represents about 7% of the nation's
total energy budget Thus. one can extrapolate the
amollDt ofvitgio. lumber that call be displaced with
rocycled.-content biomass, and begin to quantify the
potential reduction in the transport phase of the life cycle
re.sulting from this substitution strategy.
In order to represent the true Hfe cycle of a process, one
must factor in impacts up and down stream (e.g., not only
how each life cycle phase relates to other phases and to the

environment). Contained within the Infinit Grid™ is the
Toxic Release Inventory (TRl) and federally-designated
(lon--attainment wues in the U.S.. By folding the
monetary input-output model of the U.S. economy into
the GIS component of the Infinit Grid'f~ we have
established a means of relating nearly all businesses to
t'.ach other throughout the U.S .. 1b.is relationship is
important to und&.Stand how the life cycle can be
repr~ented on the land and how impacts can be depicted if
aIly of the many phases within tbe life cycle fall into
non-attainment. When this oc<:urs the Infinit Grid™
indicates there is a problem, which should proOJpt the
specifier to consider another product to reduce the
environmental impacts.

The Infinit Grid TlO Use~ at the Regional and

Master Planning Scales
We will atldres~ two planning scales in this paper:
regiooa] platlniog, as in regional science, and master
phoning, as in pJanning a sust.unable village. The
practice of each has interesting aod Slightly diffenmt .
ramifications relative to life cycle. The a..<.SuDIption w1th
both is that one is trying to U:)e the life cycle (from
sourcing to re-sourcing) within a given boundary .....i.th an
objective of "responsible" planning. At a regional scale,

such as a multi-l.'()unty planning region, the Infinit Gridr~
language Mil enable llue to see how the goal of "buy
local" can be achje"'ed through planning as many life cycle
stages as possibl~ to occur within the regional boundary.
The more steps that OL'X:ur within tbe region. the more
jobs that are created within the region. Similarly, as the
diffeIent life cycle phases are better integrated, 'WaSte from
one becomes food for another. as with industrial ecology.
The result is a reduction of environmental impacts
ass()ciatoo Vritb waste. Regional pJaoning can also be
represented inli fe cycle terms by associating different
planni~ roles, such as transportation. natural resources,
ami tx..'OooaUc developme,nt, v..1th differ~·nt life cycle
pha~. In thls vv-ay. the life cycle carl be usOO to integrate
what are·often discon.oocted. functions and roles v..1thiD the

planniIlg profession.

all the scale of master planniog, life cycles can be
reflected in the way land and building types are laid out..
For example, sources of energy, food. Vr'lUer. materials,
wastewater treatment be(:oroe part of the spatial planning
process. Similarly, other life cycle phases such as
transport, process, distribute, and use can be spatially
tracked and organized. The importam connection to

previous methods is that each life cyde phase can 00
subjected to land suitability procedures similar to those
used in ecologicatland planning. Foe example, the
location of traO&J>Ort corridors has ~oIogica1 suitability as
does the sourcing loc.atlon of re..;;ou(ct.s. processing, and
distn"butiolJ. for e:<.ample. To date, ecologically-based
master planning subjected the use stage of the life cycle
(tbe buildings) to land suitability. Using the Jofinit
Grid™ language. life cycle procedure asks t:.bAU ooe does
what they can at the smallest scale IX\SSible that is
inclusive of all life cycle responsibilities. The procedure
in its broadest use can enahle one to understluld the land in
its fullest use potential over time leaving areas sufficient
enough fO( proper regent.T'.ition ofre-sources.
The Building Scale: Regionalized Public
Demonstrations
Every region should have publi~ demonstration projects
which exemplify state of the art sustainable planning and
design practices. These projects should catalyze ongoing
initiatives in both the public and private sectors. One
such example at the building scale is CMPBS' Advanced
Demonstration Building Project, originally funded by the
Texas State Energy Conservation Office, which is
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desigOed as a blueprint of green building issues needing to
be addressed into the next milkonium. Th~~ indude
extensive use of regiolUllly-sourced recycled~nteD1
materials. including 98% recyckd-wntent steel and 97%
recycled--content concrete, aoo a flexible ~ and beam
structural system able to responll to changing spatial needs
over time.

'Ibe building incorpor'"d~ an icon-based language system
to identify suh-systems such as water catc~nt,
treatment, a.rul energy. These iCQos parallel
th~~ described within other scO'Jes of the Infinit Grid™,
which follow the life cycle m.i.ug a color-coded system.
As the project evolves, the COlt"<puterize<i icon system will
show sub-systero perfonnance based on monitoring
techniques. 'Ihls technique provides an excellent format
for the general public and design professionals to better
undetstaod the how's and why's of building performance
relative to site, and relative to other buildings in the
region.
\\rastewJ.t~r

The User Scale: The Role of Participatory
Models 8S Part of the Infinit Grid Tlt
The lnfiuit Grid™ laOb>uag~ Cal) I1lso be useful at the user
!Scale, lI.$ demoO!;trated vwitb our development of the &0
Village GaIOOThI., funded by the U.S. Department of
Enetgy. Imagine a meeting for a sustainably planned
et.:ovillage with 40 to 50 families aU trying to understand
and use ~-ustainable planning and technology. The room
is divided into two groups of poople: those who want to
design their home inunediate1y and those who waot to
learn about a certain topic, such as photovoltaics or
com~"ting toilets. Each person within the second group
is asked to "represent" one life cycle or life cycle phase
(e.g., photovoltaics, wIih1~wat~), get fumiliar with th~ir
topic, and ~ a badge to signify what tbey represent.
The ECO-VlLLAGE GAMETM simulation pieces are
placed on large tables representing two scales: the
community scale (1" = 16') and the household scale (1" =
2'). Eacb scale possesses spati;ll footprints of each life

cycle using the same icons as Bre 00 the badges.
Simulatioll activities include both inside and outside
issues, from where furniture and rooms are placed inside to
the amount of outside space neroed for vegetable gardens
Imd Olinwatar harv~tiDg systems. The simulation helps a
household make decisions on how to organize their
structure, and to determine what sub-systems should be
. fulfilled at the household scale vs. the CQmnlunity scale
(e.g. vegetable gardens might have a better fit at the
village scale). The phenomenon of space miniaturization
at the doll house scale proport!onally decreased the time
to simulate everyday activity ( 1" 2' is equal to 1124 and
has been experimentally shown to simulate real time at
about 1112 real time - or it takes 1112 the amount of time
to simulate real activity). Sio.oo each life cycle possesses
a real time (ti.me in labor) that it takes to operate and
maintain that life cycle, it is ~Qn discovered that this
0::;

family or that wa.nts to pass on certain responsibilities to
the community (e.g. th~y ejtb~r don't have the umc Of the
space to properly accomplish that lifu cycle task).

As one moves from the household to the village $elile, the
group now is face<.! \1;ith figuring out bow to absorb those
spatial requirements, such as vegetable garuens, that \I.-ere
rejected at the household scale (and rocorded on the "pass
on-responsibility chan"). These I : 192 footprints ha..·e
also been simulated by the Eco-Village Game™ in actual
2- D color coded and icon identifi ed footprints. At this
time 11 "'iUage team of life cyclers is appointed that
simulates the "pass-on-resporuibility tife cyc1es~, who are
in charge of the remaining footprinlS at the village scale.
The magnifier effoct is quickly apparent (again in both
scale and time). The fish pond requires as much area to
grow thl: food for the fish as is required for the pond (a
total footprint of about two acres per 10 famiUes). Land
area requirements for growing srraw for straw buildings are
about three and one balf acres per family, and laud required
for su!Stainahly managed wood heat i!S 3-12 acres'per
family. ll)us, it is apparent Ihat all these village's needs
are signiticant relative to the 186-acre parcel about to be
purchased, and so begins further disc~ion about
priorities reJ.arive to village selhufticiency and exteoding
the footprint to thd next scale (region beyond village).

The Importance of Simulation in the
Context of GI.obal Sustainability
The :.-imulation tools being created by the Inftnit Grid™ I1S
a means of transfomUllg society to\lo':Uds a sustainable
future from the psychology of space and tirae may have
considerable merit. Simulation and the acting out of our
life styles in such Ii manner that we (;l1Jl !;ee the I:ffects not
only in numbers but in space Ilnd time is a key in our
transition to a sustainable world. The Infi.oit Gridl'M tries
to accomplish this at many levels: home, village, nation.
The ramifications of understanding people's ability to
conceptualize space and time is more instrut:nentil than we
might imagine. In a semioal paper, Alton ~loog
sum.m.ari.zed work done by Helm Von Forester and J.B.
Calhoun first published in 1971. Calhoun arrives at a
formulation which specifies that, • ... conceptual evolution
and the increase of conceptual 'space' is directly related to
population sire, such that with eacb successive doubling
of population there is a parallel doubling of conceptual
space. Conceptual space is defineu as ideas, values, roles,
codes, etc. which permit people to process increased
amounts of information and social contacts in a double
sized group at a rate consistent with maximizing
gratification in the original sized group. ..... with every
doubling of the population a unique phenoOltlllOO occurs:
there.is a quantum jump in the character of spaCe such that
conceptual evolution takes place."
As this phenomenon develops over time, ~ ...totaHy
different conceptual structures possessing different values,
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different ways of coping with

life- develop oyer the cyolution of history. Von Forester
nOted Ii peculiar temporal StNCt:uriDg in which conceptual
space jumps occur at ovcty succ~ive doubling of

population requiring balf the time as the previous
doubUng and the previous leap in conceptual space.
According to his diagram, each conceptual revolution
occurs sooner and with the su~uent population
doubling throughout human hi~tory . An interesting
coaelation is that the point at \\hich a S<Kalled
compassioDate world is likely to occur is at a world
popwation. of approximately 20 billion. According to
most projections by ecologists. the global holding
CApacity relative to the ability of the enviro.o..rneot to cope
with humans without total collapse is at about 10 billion.

Conclusion
Simulation activities, such as described, help to identify
the impacts, or footprint, of our lifestyles and constructed
environments on several &eales, from the home and
village, to the region and nation. These techniques, such
as the In.tinit Grid™. will be iruportaot tools in
~ appropriate pathways towarUs a sustainable
-...odd.

A bibliography for this paper i~ available from the Centec
for MaximWll Potential 'Building Systems.
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